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It is very difficult to give teisho since you are all comprised of quite different 

backgrounds  Some of you are very young, almost mere boys, and some are older.  Some 

of you may have excellence in scholastic fields, and others of you may have little 

education. If it is a scholastic setting all of the participants would be solid and unified, 

just like a professor at the university[would encounter.] Among you here some of you 

have practiced at a high level and have a lot of understanding[about what I am speaking 

about.]  [In spite] of those people being here who have done a lot of practice, I have to 

repeat the same thing over and over again. Those with this background of excellency 

maybe will be bored.  Please, however, be patient.

I use shugyo to describe Buddhism. Shugyo  means fundamental 

teaching ,against to [in contrast to] religion.  So religions and philosophies are different 

fields.  Religions are based upon the relationship between you and God, In contrast to 

those religions, Buddhism doesn’t have any fixated God; it is called shugyo.  Buddhism 

doesn’t negate God; there is no need to exclude God.  Yet, the difference between 

Buddhism and religion is that Buddhism says that God is just like all human beings. 

There is not a fixated God who exists apart.  
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The majority of you have been educated and brought up believing in God.  

Believing in God means God precedes other existences, without question.  Therefore, for 

those people [who have been educated in a religious way] to approach Buddhism is very 

difficult.  

     In general people say that Buddhism negates God, but that isn’t the truth.  

Buddhism doesn’t accept anything fixated and, therefore, there is no fixated God.  But, 

Buddhism doesn’t need to negate God, either.  

     Human beings arise in the present, but sometimes we go back to the past or go on to 

the future.  In that way, existent beings are never fixated; neither, is God.  Past, present 

and future are not fixated things, therefore human beings are not fixated, either. 

  I have been talking about the origin.  If we talk about the origin, we are probably 

talking about it in the past so, I suppose the origin is the past.  That past will move into 

the future. Because the origin is not fixated it moves forward.  In that way things never 

fixate.  If we think of past as “cause,” then future becomes the effect.  In the teaching of 

Buddhism past, or cause, produces effect or future.  But this is the repetitious cycle going

into unification and separation to create a new cause, and a new effect.  

The origin develops, so the past effects the future. Past and future, come from the 

same origin, so past and future are the same thing, yet it is not exactly that they are a 

replica of each other.  Through the process of action, their levels are different.  So, by  

definition, the origin is the origin of totality.  Therefore there is nothing outside the 

origin.  

The origin is not fixated and therefore it moves on.  So, the origin develops 

through the expansion process and it becomes larger.  It is the same origin, but, also, it 
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has changed from the origin preceding it. It is the same origin, yet there are differences. 

Through the process of expansion, the cause produces the effect.  The effect becomes the 

future cause.  In this way, the one and only origin of all the universe [manifests] 

innumerable different levels. 

 The teaching of Buddhism tells you that the origin,  the one and only world, 

through the process of expansion, brings up new effects, and this expansion process 

evolves into another level of the origin.  And there are the many processes of expansion 

and contraction, with new causes and new effects.  This expansion process results in level

after level or new[ manifestations ]of the origin.  In between there are many processes of 

unification and separation, unification and separation.        

Some of your will have difficulty following this, but this is the teaching of

Buddhism. The different levels [of the origin] come into being through the process of 

expansion and contraction, unification and separation.  So, the origin develops, itself into 

the second, third, etc. levels.  Each time the cause becomes the effect, and the effect turns

into the new cause.  

Anyway, anytime the effect appears, that is based upon the past cause. The effect 

is the result of unification, therefore, it represents levels of the origin.  Therefore, the 

effect means that it doesn’t belong to either expansion or contraction.  Because the 

unification is zero, and zero is the origin.  

So, in the world of origin, there is no good or evil, then where do good and bad 

appear from?  That is the human world, the separation which brings [into being] the "I 

am" self.   So, suffering, happiness, all these things are caused by the separation.  The 
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separation brings up the human being, "I am" self.  This "I am" self feels all those kinds 

of emotions. 

 So you, who have gone through the innumerable cycles of separation and 

unification, have a highly developed level of consciousness, and you also have a very 

strong sensitivity towards happiness or suffering.  But, remember that all that suffering 

and happiness is the product of the "I am" self, and these emotions appear in the stage 

where separation is occurring.  Therefore, once the separation is unified, there is only one

equality.  There is no difference between good and bad.   Therefore, if you are attached to

the "I am" self, to the separated world, then you can not get away from pain, suffering, all

those things.    

So, coming back to the teaching of Buddhism, the separation which produces the 

"I am" self is not fixated [Inevitably] it will be united, again.  In that unification there is 

no distinction, just one world where good people, bad people, criminals are all equal, in 

the phase of unification. 

Before Buddhism, in ancient India, Rinne ,the cycle of life and death existed, but 

because they [didn’t view these activities in a unified way,] once you have done bad, it 

was taught, that it will be forever chasing you. So, Buddhism came in and brought the 

thinking of unification.  So, according to Buddhism, once you feel guilty and you want to

free yourself from that, you do this by bringing yourself into the unification.  Then there 

is no distinction.  

Without fail, because it is unified and there is no good or bad, therefore, you don’t

need to be worried about being saved because in the unified situation it is beyond any 

comparison.  
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However, the savior is not fixated, therefore, you are thrown into the world of 

separation.  So, the self has gone onto level two, and is born as the second level. This self

is the self, yet on a new level, now. Now there is a big problem[that arises] . Because 

Buddhism is based on the continuity of consciousness, therefore, the self is newly born 

into a new level. It is a new born self, yet Buddhism teaches the continuity of 

consciousness and, therefore, the new born self continues into existence [with the former 

self contained in its consciousness.] Therefore, the self contains the past world. 

 It is a big problem and a different subject as to why the continuity of 

consciousness occurs. But anyway, Buddhism teaches about the continuity of 

consciousness and the new born self is born already embracing the past self.  So, all the 

time the new expanded self contains, embraces, the past.  

The newly born self looks back upon the past self.  This is thinking.  The self 

thinks back upon its own self.  Thinking back upon the past, we sensitive people have so 

many bad things that have happened in the past.  Thinking brings back the re-activated 

feeling of shame or guilt. If the new self is bound by that kind of haunted past, then it 

cannot go forward.  Therefore, you have to be able to manage[the guilt in some way]  and

that is another subject Buddhism teaches about.  

So, thinking reactivates your own guilt and that binds you.  But, how do you get 

out of this attachment to the past?  Therefore, in order to be freed from the past, the only 

thing for you to do is to go forward, go further to proceed to the  manifestation of the new

self.   

So, how do you control your own haunted feeling of guilt, your feeling of shame? 

The only solution comes when you proceed forward, and to do that is to be freed from 
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thinking.  You act to go forward with strong determination.  Therefore, your will power 

should be used in full capacity.  Therefore, the heart sutra said in the last line, “ gate, 

gate, hara so gate.”  Gate, means “go, go go.”

If you cannot go forward, however, what do you do?  So, many people have 

experienced that you want to go forward, but you are bound by the past.  Your memory 

of the past is overwhelming.  In that case, you have to…[sentence inaudible.]  In the past 

world that you left, probably you hurt many people, you made mistakes that caused so 

much trouble for others.  Consciously or [unconsciously] lots of things were happening.  

In order to solve this thinking, Buddhism teaches about mercy.     

So, there are two ways: If you can go forward, then go.  But, if you are not able to

go forward because there is such a heavy burden from the past, then you can do karuna, 

mercy, or compassion. Now we are connecting with the [teisho] from yesterday.

 In the world of separation, the distance appears, and the self appears. When the 

distance develops and reaches its extremity, then the distance is no longer distance.  It 

turns into the great universe. Perfected distance is the great universe.   Some of you are 

struggling with this koan, therefore, I spend time on it. 

 The distance is incomplete.  It has incomplete plus activity and incomplete minus

activity.  So, I emphasize…[tape change]  …incomplete self is embraced from the 

outside and inside by the incomplete plus activity and by the incomplete minus activity.  

All the time the self lives being embraced by both activities.  

The appearance of time within the distance is also the appearance of time.  So, the

present  moment is the self.  So this present moment self is embraced by the plus activity 

of past, and the minus activity of future.  All the time, it is simultaneously  appearing.  As
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soon as the present moment self appears, there the future and past are, also, embracing 

the past. There is no other thinking besides Buddhism which thinks in this way.  

Therefore, you are not exposed to this kind of thinking and probably it is very difficult 

for you to digest it. 

The self is the present, but the present is constantly interacting with the past and 

the future.  Without relating to the past and future, the present cannot exist.  This 

relationship is the basis for the continuation and survival of the present moment,  

Therefore, the present moment self through eating [past and future] can exist. 

    So, if the teaching of Buddhism doesn’t give guidance about what the new born

self needs in order to survive, then that teaching would be imperfect.  So the 

simultaneous appearance of the three phases, that means not only are they born together, 

but also that they need that relationship.  Being embraced by outside and inside means a 

very close relationship. So, outside and inside, both activities are acting without will 

immediately begin relating to the distance, or present, and as a result, they assist the 

present in growing.  

     Buddhism teaches that mother, father and your self are born appearing simultaneously.

The separation brings into being the past, present and future. The distance in between, or 

the present, which is the base of the self, is born inheriting both plus nature and minus 

nature.  The self inherits, however, only one-billionth of the total nature of the two 

parents.  So, it is a very weak, helpless existence. One the other hand, the plus activity 

strong and the minus activity is strong, only having lost one-billionth of its nature.  So, 

they are strong, yet plus activity only has plus and minus activity only has pure minus 

activity.  Therefore, the three are different.    The stronger plus and minus parts influence 
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the weaker self, in between.  Now, it comes to your own practice.  You, through your 

contemplation, observe this relationship.  Then the simultaneous appearance, if it is just 

stays at the level of appearance, there is no relationship.  So, the relationship is 

established and then the baby, mother and father relationship starts.  So, there is a 

distinction between just being in existence and being in relationship.  

Even in Japan today, famous scholars lecture and write that father and mother 

exist before the appearance of the self, that mother and father are born first and that the 

self is born later. So, I have to say that the transmission in Tathagata Zen is in opposition 

to that kind of thinking.  

So, the teaching in Tathagata Zen [in contrast] to that kind of scholarly viewpoint,

say that plus and minus separate producing the distance in a simultaneous reaction.  This 

appearance doesn’t guarantee relationship, however, The appearance of mother, father 

and baby are separate activities from their relationship with each other.  Therefore, 

scholastic thinking is very different from Tathagata Zen teaching.  The mother, father and

baby relationship is a conscious thing.  After consciousness is established, through the 

relationship, the consciousness of mother, father and baby develops.  So, you should 

contemplate that nourishing and helping the baby is the real relationship and through that 

relationship, the tie, or bond between the three begins.  

So, far I have been talking about the separation.  But Buddhism doesn’t end its 

teaching with the separation.  It continues [explaining] about a new level of unification. 

So the unification of subject and object is the  manifestation of emptiness , sunyata. Of 

course, the "I am" self is dissolved in this state.  
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 The appearance here is a new level of unification, this is the simultaneously 

dissolving of mother, father and baby. Through  innumerable times of the repetitious 

cycles of unification and separation, the distance reaches to its maximum unification and 

the self manifest the completed, ultimate, largest self.  

So, the ultimate, largest expansion is the Virochana Buddha, or the World Largest

Buddha.  In religion it is called God.  So, the emphasis of Buddhism teaching is God, the 

Greatest Universe, is not existing apart from the self.  All the time the self is manifesting 

the largest or the smallest.  Therefore you should know that God doesn’t exist apart from 

the self.  Coming back the origin, you have to really seriously contemplate that the 

distance is the basis of the "I am" self. 

Because of my age, I have completely forgotten what I said yesterday, so you 

should, because you are young, you should keep in mind what teisho said yesterday. 

The End 
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